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ABSTRACT: We present an experimental study of the complete in-plane dynamics of capillary self-alignment. The two translational (shift) and single rotational (twist) in-plane modes of square millimetric transparent dies bridged to shape-matching receptor sites through a liquid meniscus were selectively excited by preset initial offsets. The entire self-alignment dynamics was simultaneously monitored over the three in-plane degrees of freedom by high-speed optical tracking of the alignment trajectories. The dynamics of the twist mode is shown to qualitatively follow the sequence of dynamic regimes also observed for the shift modes, consisting of initial transient wetting, acceleration toward, and underdamped harmonic oscillations around the equilibrium position. Systematic analysis of alignment trajectories for individually as well as simultaneously excited modes shows that, in the absence of twist offset, the dynamics of the degenerate shift modes are mutually independent. In the presence of twist offset, the three modes conversely evidence coupled dynamics, which is attributed to a synchronization mechanism affected by the wetting of the bounding surfaces. The experimental results, justified by energetic, wetting, and dynamic arguments, provide substantial benchmarks for understanding the full dynamics of the process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Capillary self-alignment is a fluidic process whereby the relaxation of a deformed liquid bridge into its state of minimal energy drives bounding mobile surfaces into mutual alignment. The process is ubiquitous in the presence of capillary interfaces and particularly effective at millimetric and submillimetric scales, dominated by surface tension effects. At these scales, capillary self-alignment has indeed found relevant technological applications in the fabrication and packaging of microelectronic devices, self-assembly of microsystems, and as a passive complement to robotic micro-handling for highly accurate micropositioning tasks. In such applications, a confined liquid meniscus pulls a floating component into alignment with a receptor site. The site can be part of another component or a predetermined target position patterned onto a templated carrier. The shape of the menisci as a function of the geometry of the bounding surfaces, as well as the ensuing capillary forces and torques driving capillary self-alignment have been the object of intense analytical and numerical modeling for decades. Several physical and geometrical parameters have influence on the yield, throughput, and accuracy of the process, notably the geometry of the components, the physical properties of the liquid, the height and curvature of the meniscus, the initial offsets, the type of meniscus confinement, the wettability of the bounding surfaces, and the presence of wetting defects. A number of models and experimental investigations have been reported to describe the dynamics of capillary self-alignment. Nonetheless, a comprehensive explanatory framework is missing, because the majority of studies in the literature has focused primarily on energetics. The latter develops a geometric quasi-static approach which, while consistently supported by experimental data, captures only partially the intrinsically dynamic nature of the process. The liquid bridge can in fact be deformed along six degrees of freedom (DOFs), which are associated with the three translational and three rotational DOFs of the top floating component (Figure 1). Each type of deformation (or mode) is opposed by a corresponding restoring capillary force for translational modes, i.e., shifts and lift) or torque for rotational modes, i.e., twist and tilts) tending, with the possible exception of the tilt modes, to bring the system back to its configuration of global equilibrium. The mass of the meniscus and component, in combination with the stiffness associated with the modes, determines, in turn, the characteristics of the oscillations that the system undergoes along each DOF. However, experimental and theoretical investigations have typically addressed each of the six degrees of freedom individually and, hence, disregarded the possibility of mutual influences (i.e., coupling) among simultaneously excited modes.
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In this paper, we present a systematic experimental study of the in-plane dynamics of capillary self-alignment for millimeter-sized square components. Innovative designs of metrology markers laser-scribed on transparent plastic components (section 2) enable synchronous analysis of the trajectories described by the components released onto confined water menisci of optimized thickness. The real-time dynamics of self-alignment was simultaneously monitored along all three in-plane DOFs, i.e., translational (x and y) and rotational (θ) (see Figure 1), by high-speed optical tracking. The synoptic view of the projections of the trajectory along the individual DOFs was used to analyze the time evolution of the process with unprecedented accuracy. In the experiments (section 3), the modes of interest were selectively excited by presetting non-null offsets along the corresponding DOFs. The number of simultaneously excited modes was progressively incremented, and trajectories of increasing dimensionality and complexity were consequently recorded. Hence, the cumulative effect of the simultaneous excitation of multiple modes on the dynamics of the process could be assessed. The results corroborate a fundamental difference and an interaction between shift and twist dynamics in capillary self-alignment, and a significant effect of the wettability of the bounding surfaces on the dynamics of the trajectory on the coupling between the in-plane modes. Finally, although the dimensions of the dies were chosen mainly for ease of imaging, qualitative insights gained from the study can readily be extrapolated to components of smaller sizes.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Carrier Substrates and Foil Dies. Au-sputtered Si substrates were patterned with marked SiO2 hydrophilic receptor sites through photolithography and wet etching (see Figure S1a of the Supporting Information). The Au surface was rendered reproducibly hydrophobic by selective functionalization with a perfluorodecanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The fabrication process is detailed in an earlier publication. Static water contact angles (CA) on hydrophobic spacer and hydrophilic receptor surfaces were 120° ± 3° and 8° ± 2°, respectively. The wetting contrast was tailored to enhance chemical edge confinement of the liquid menisci inside the receptor sites.

Optically transparent square dies of side length L = 10 mm (see Figure S1b of the Supporting Information) were fabricated from 250 μm thick polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) foils realized by laminating two commercially available 125 μm thick PEN sheets (Teonex Q65PA, DuPont; mass density, 0.18 mg/mm3). Water CA of native PEN surfaces were 65° ± 3° (static) and 60° ± 2° (recording) and 9° ± 3° (static) on PEN surfaces exposed to oxygen plasma (60 s, 400 W) to increase their wettability. A nanosecond Nd:YAG laser source (Coherent AVIA, 355 nm, 25 ns) combined with a galvo scanner was used for patterning and dicing the foil dies. Micropositioner holds the dies about 1.5 mm above the water film. Through the circular and caret-shaped (λ) markers (see Figure S1b of the Supporting Information), the foil dies were pre-aligned on the corresponding receptor sites with predefined offsets [x0, y0, θ0] = [X, Y, θ] and an estimated accuracy of 20 μm and 0.5°, respectively. High-speed recording started right before the foil die was released from the tweezers by the pedal-operated vacuum system. Upon release, the die landed horizontally on the water layer with macroscopically unnoticeable deviations from preset offsets. The full alignment dynamics was captured in real time by a high-speed camera (Redlake HS-3, at 1000 fps) and videos available in the Supporting Information) combined with a microscope stage (Leica DMLP).

2.2. Experimental Platform. An overview of the experimental platform is shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information. A base stage (XYZ 500 TIS, Quater Research and Development) with external vacuum tweezers (SMD-VAC-HP, Vacuum Industries, Inc.) providing 10 μm resolved displacements along three coordinate axes was used to predefined offsets, respectively. The water layer, also indicated in the following as the height or gap of the meniscus, was estimated by the deposited water volume and the area of the receptor sites. It was chosen to optimize the self-alignment process.

2.3. Data Processing. High-speed recorded video frames were post-processed as follows (refer to Figure S3 of the Supporting Information): (1) Raw grayscale frames (see Figure S3a of the Supporting Information) were converted to black and white (BW) frames (see Figure S3b of the Supporting Information) by thresholding. The chosen threshold value of pixel luminance rendered the complete marker structures clearly visible on each frame. (2) MATLAB-based processing of the BW frames returned the coordinates of the center of the circles with respect to the field of view of the camera (see Figure S3c of the Supporting Information). From this, the instantaneous position and orientation (i.e., pose) of die X(τ) = [x(τ) y(τ) θ(τ)] with respect to the framing receptor site were reconstructed. The complete in-plane translational [x(t), y(t)] and rotational [θ(t)] motions of the die were finally computed from the analysis of the entire sequence of frames recorded for each experiment.

Each type of experiment was repeated at least 3 times. For each experiment type, the corresponding mean value and standard deviation of the coordinates of the die were computed at each sampling time out of the full set of available measurements.

2.4. Finite Element Model. A quasi-static finite element model of the confined liquid bridge was implemented in Surface Evolver (SE). The water liquid bridge had surface tension τ = 72 mN/m, density ρ = 1000 kg/m3, capillary length Lc = (τ/ρg)1/2 = 2.7 μm. It was constrained within horizontal square pads matching the dimensions (L = 10 mm, and thickness = 250 μm) and density (1440 kg/m3) of the foil dies. The top and bottom pads represented the floating die and the receptor site, respectively. Water CA correspondingly reproduced those measured on native PEN and hydrophilic receptor sites (see section 2.1).

The simulations proceeded by the displacement of the floating pad from the equilibrium position. A uniaxial shift was simulated within the 0 ≤ x ≤ 1000 μm range with steps of 5 μm. Twist was simulated within 0° ≤ θ ≤ 45° in steps of 1°. Mesh refinement and optimization were performed as described earlier. For every top pad pose, h was updated according to a local-search routine based on Newton's method to keep the system in local equilibrium. The non-constancy of h(x,y,θ) was implemented for physical consistency with (1) time scale separation, because of the dominance of vertical over lateral

Figure 1. Translational (lift and shifts) and rotational (twist and tilts) DOFs of a transparent component floating on a confined liquid bridge (sketch not to scale). In-plane modes (shifts along x and y, twist along θ) are highlighted in green.
capillary forces for this system, (2) the tendency of the liquid bridge to assume the geometry locally closest to a section of a sphere, and (3) conservation of the meniscus volume, which upon contact line unpinning(s) induces an increase of $h$ to partially compensate for the decrease of wet pad surface(s). After setting $h$, the restoring capillary force and torque were computed by the method of virtual works implemented using central finite differences.

### 3. RESULTS

#### 3.1. Uniaxial Shift Dynamics

Modal trajectories of the experimental uniaxial shift dynamics ($x_0 > 0$, and $y_0 = \theta_0 = 0$; Figure 2a) of capillary self-alignment of the native PEN die are illustrated in Figure 2. The enhanced representation of the process enabled by our metrology framework (see section 2)
can be appreciated for this instance by comparison to a previous experimental analysis of the uniaxial shift mode.\textsuperscript{42}

Figure 2c shows trajectories for initial shifts of 500 and 1000 \( \mu \text{m} \), corresponding to 5 and 10% of the die sidelength, respectively. For both offset values, the single-shift mode was effectively excited and the sequential dynamic regimes\textsuperscript{42} of transient wetting, constant acceleration, and underdamped harmonic oscillations were clearly observed. It can be seen, as also reported before,\textsuperscript{42} that a larger initial offset of the die induces a slight corresponding delay in the first crossing of the equilibrium position (referred to as first zero crossing in the following; Figure 2c). The acceleration that the die attains along the direction of motion is identical for both offset values (Figure 2d). This evidence is consistent with the energetic description of the water meniscus provided by the SE model of the uniaxial shift mode (Figure 2b). The simulation shows that, for both offset values adopted in the experiments, the initial capillary force acting on the die has nearly the same value and remains almost constant until reaching close proximity of the rest position, i.e., less than 5% of the sidelength in the present case, with the actual limit being sensitive to the energies of the solid surfaces. This analysis justifies the linear velocity approximation used to describe the die in its parabolic dynamic regime.\textsuperscript{42} We recently proposed an analytical quasi-static approximation used to describe the die in its parabolic dynamic for both the uniaxial shift mode (Figure 2b). The simulation shows that, for both offset values adopted in the experiments, the initial capillary force acting on the die has nearly the same value and remains almost constant until reaching close proximity of the rest position, i.e., less than 5% of the sidelength in the present case, with the actual limit being sensitive to the energies of the solid surfaces. This analysis justifies the linear velocity approximation used to describe the die in its parabolic dynamic regime.\textsuperscript{42} We recently proposed an analytical quasi-static description of the uniaxial shift mode, accounting for relatively large deformations of the meniscus as imposed in the present study and for partial wettabiliy of the bounding surfaces.\textsuperscript{45}

Even larger relative shift offsets (e.g., more than 30% of the sidelength) can nonetheless be successfully used, as demonstrated in a collateral work.\textsuperscript{15} The effect of die surface energy on shift dynamics is described in the next section with respect to the biaxial shift case.

Minor uncorrelated oscillations were simultaneously detected along the orthogonal shift and the twist DOFs, despite nominally null offsets (see Figure 2c and inset thereby). Such unintended oscillations were observed in the present and the incremental cases reported below. Their origin is discussed in section 4. For practical purposes, the negligible magnitude of these oscillations provided a signature to assess the absence of coupling in the dynamics of the mode under the imposed boundary conditions.

### 3.2. Biaxial Shift Dynamics

Modal trajectories for experimental capillary self-alignment under biaxial shift offset (i.e., with both shift modes excited simultaneously) and in the absence of twist offset are depicted in the central column of Figure 3. The first and third columns of the same picture show the trajectories of individually excited uniaxial shift modes for the same \( x_0 \) and \( y_0 \) offsets, respectively. In the central column, the trajectories of the individually excited shifts are additionally shown to pointwise superpose to the projections of the two-dimensional biaxial self-alignment trajectory along the single corresponding DOFs (correspondences are indicated by the horizontal arrows). This provides experimental evidence of exact decomposition of the biaxial shift trajectory into corresponding uniaxial shift trajectories. That means equivalently that, given the same boundary conditions, the trajectory described by a floating die under biaxial shift capillary self-alignment can be exactly reconstructed by the pointwise composition of the uniaxial shift trajectories described by the same die when the shift modes are individually excited with the same offsets. Minor unintended oscillations are observed along the unexcited twist DOF in this as in the uniaxial shift case described in section 3.1. Hence, within experimental accuracy, the dynamics of the orthogonal shift modes in the absence of twist offset are mutually independent. This, in turn, implies the exact decomposibility of the capillary potential field \( U(x,y) \), such that, for in-plane offsets \( 0 \leq x_0, y_0 \ll L \), it holds that \( U(x_0,y_0)_{0,0} = U(x_0)_{0,0} + U(y_0)_{0,0} \). Fair evidence of the decomposibility of \( U(x,y) \) comes from SE simulations, as described in the Supporting Information. We stress that such structure underlying \( U \) is by itself necessary yet not sufficient to justify the reported decomposibility of the biaxial trajectories.

Figure 3 also provides evidence that the independence of the trajectories along the shifts does not seem affected by changes in the surface energy of the foil die. The exact trajectory reconstruction described above holds for the case of foil with both a native PEN surface (top row) and an oxygen plasma-treated PEN surface (bottom row). The effect of increased foil wettabiliy (i.e., higher surface energy) is detected in the faster motion and higher amplitude of oscillatory overshoots for the oxidized foil die versus the native foil die, as a consequence of larger driving capillary forces. This evidence is consistent with earlier experimental observations and SE simulations of uniaxial shift.\textsuperscript{42}

The independence of a uniaxial shift trajectory on the offset applied along the orthogonal shift direction implies the independence of the capillary forces acting along these directions of motion in the absence of twist offset. This observation is striking when considering that the capillary force field associated with the meniscus is central\textsuperscript{1} yet presents preferential directions of motion determined by the geometry of the solid surfaces bounding the liquid meniscus. Because the die and receptor site have in the present case matching square shapes, these directions correspond to the main axes of the site. The directions are equivalent, and the associated normal shift modes are degenerate. Figure 4 shows SE simulations of the orientation of the capillary force acting on the die with no twist offset and for angular displacements \( \phi \) of its center along arcs of constant radial offsets \( r_0 \) relative the center of the site. The orientation of the force thereby appears rather constant across almost the entire range of angular die displacement (Figure 4a). Moreover, the range of reasonably constant force orientation widens for larger offsets (Figure 4b). Across such a range of displacements, the direction of the force does not deviate significantly from that assumed along the main diagonal (i.e., for \( \phi = 45^\circ \)). Hence, it is only when the center of the die lies along the main diagonal direction that the capillary force points to the center of the site. For all other positions of the die, the capillary force points instead toward the main axis closest to the center of the die. Accordingly, the preferential directions of motion represent local attractors for the self-aligning motion, whereas the center of the receptor site represents the global attractor of the trajectories and the target position of the die.\textsuperscript{1}

The geometry of the die imposes the symmetry of the capillary force field. For all biaxial shift offsets with \( x_0 \neq y_0 \) the trajectories of the self-aligning die describe inward spirals toward the absorbing state of the motion; i.e., they tend to cross the center of the site only toward the end of the process, as compared to every half oscillation cycle in the case of a central force field with circular symmetry. Such behavior was experimentally confirmed, as shown in section 3.5.

### 3.3. Twist Dynamics

Figure 5 shows the recorded modal dynamics of the individual twist mode (sketched in Figure 5a). The trajectories (Figure 5c) follow a sequence of dynamic regimes qualitatively analogous to that of the shift mode.\textsuperscript{42}
For the maximum value of angular offset $\theta_0 = 45^\circ$, the initial value of capillary torque (as well as restoring forces) is expected to be null by the competition of symmetrically opposite components and confirmed by SE (Figure 5c). Hence, a foil die landing on the liquid film with maximal misorientation with respect to the receptor site and with null biaxial offset from its center is expected to feel no torque. The die should then remain in this unstable state until some perturbation intervenes to break the rotational symmetry. Such event would prompt the rotational self-alignment of the die with the site along one direction randomly selected out of the two equivalent alternatives. Realizations of this predicted behavior were observed in dedicated experiments (see Figure S7 of the Supporting Information).

### 3.4. Uniaxial Shift and Twist Dynamics

The simultaneous excitation of uniaxial shift and twist modes induces sensible modifications in the trajectories described along the DOFs in comparison to the individual excitation of the same modes. Experimental evidence of mode coupling is illustrated in Figure 6, where trajectories of individually and simultaneously excited modes for treated and non-treated PEN foil dies are arranged similarly to Figure 3 described in section 3.2.

As shown by Figure 6b, the coexistence of a twist offset affects the uniaxial shift dynamics. Specifically, the time of first zero crossing along the shift DOF is retarded, and the amplitude of the overshoots in the final dynamic regime is reduced to be barely detectable. Notably, in these conditions, the time of first zero crossing along the shift tends to coincide with that along the twist mode. Such alignment of the times of first zero crossing (also seen in Figure 6e) has been repeatedly observed in all experiments of this type (see also sections 3.5 and Figure S8 of the Supporting Information) and provides a hint at the mechanism of dynamical coupling between the modes.

We argue that the dynamical coupling between uniaxial shift and twist modes is rooted in a wetting issue. It is caused by the way the liquid meniscus spreads over the bottom surface of the foil die to entirely wet its farthest corner from the center of the receptor site, equivalently by the way the foil die needs to roto-translate to achieve its equilibrium pose with the least action.

3.4. Uniaxial Shift and Twist Dynamics. The simultaneous excitation of uniaxial shift and twist modes induces sensible modifications in the trajectories described along the DOFs in comparison to the individual excitation of the same modes. Experimental evidence of mode coupling is illustrated in Figure 6, where trajectories of individually and simultaneously excited modes for treated and non-treated PEN foil dies are arranged similarly to Figure 3 described in section 3.2.

As shown by Figure 6b, the coexistence of a twist offset affects the uniaxial shift dynamics. Specifically, the time of first zero crossing along the shift DOF is retarded, and the amplitude of the overshoots in the final dynamic regime is reduced to be barely detectable. Notably, in these conditions, the time of first zero crossing along the shift tends to coincide with that along the twist mode. Such alignment of the times of first zero crossing (also seen in Figure 6e) has been repeatedly observed in all experiments of this type (see also section 3.5 and Figure S8 of the Supporting Information) and provides a hint at the mechanism of dynamical coupling between the modes.

We argue that the dynamical coupling between uniaxial shift and twist modes is rooted in a wetting issue. It is caused by the way the liquid meniscus spreads over the bottom surface of the foil die to entirely wet its farthest corner from the center of the receptor site, equivalently by the way the foil die needs to roto-translate to achieve its equilibrium pose with the least action.

With reference to the significant excerpts from high-speed recordings for native PEN die shown in Figure 7, we first note that, in the presence of both uniaxial shift and twist offsets, the single corner of the foil die farthest from the center of the site can be uniquely identified (Figure 7a). Wetting by the meniscus of this corner signals the end of the self-alignment dynamics (Figure 7d), except for the decaying oscillations around the equilibrium position. The corner, along with the others, is in fact not wet by the meniscus during the transient wetting regime. To wet the farthest corner, the unpinned triple contact line on the bottom surface of the foil die should advance while assuming an increasing curvature to span the area of the corner. This path is energetically more expensive than pulling the floating foil die into alignment with the edges of the receptor site. Given the initial offsets, the ensuing motion of the die turns out to be a roto-translation, whereby translation and rotation need to take place at the same time, hence, their dynamical coupling. The above arguments hold irrespective of the surface energy of the foil die, as demonstrated by the full video recordings of self-alignment experiments for native and plasma-treated PEN dies (provided in the Supporting Information). Notably, the synchronization of simultaneously excited uniaxial shift and twist modes contrasts earlier
It should also be noted that the energetics of the uniaxial shift mode is itself affected by a twist offset and vice versa (Figure 8a). Simultaneous excitation of the modes results in increased compliance of the meniscus along the shift DOF, as evidenced in Figure 8b by a progressive decrease of the magnitude of the restoring capillary force predicted by SE simulations. Such a softening effect may play a partial role in the coupling of the modes, yet it cannot by itself explain their synchronization. SE simulations additionally predict a reciprocal softening of the twist mode caused by a shift offset (Figure 8c). Whereas the trajectories of Figure 8b do not support any noticeable effect of shift offset on twist dynamics, Figure 8e shows evidence of...
reciprocal mode softening for the oxidized PEN foil. Dynamical mode coupling is therefore also affected by the surface energy of the die.

3.5. Biaxial Shift and Twist Dynamics. The experimental dynamics of capillary self-alignment under the simultaneous excitation of all three in-plane modes is depicted in Figure 9. It is observed that the presence of an offset along the twist DOF does affect the dynamics of both shift modes in a similar way. The evidence is consistent with and further supports the coupling mechanism discussed in section 3.4. The impact of the surface energy of the foil die is also confirmed, along the same lines, by the comparison of the three-dimensional trajectories shown in panels b and e of Figure 9.

The significant effect of the addition of a twist offset on the biaxial shift dynamics is further illustrated by the difference between the corresponding in-plane two-dimensional trajectories, represented in Figure 10. The simultaneous excitation of the twist mode dampens the harmonic oscillations along the shift modes. The trajectories consequently explore a smaller volume of the state space.

4. DISCUSSION

Earlier attempts at tracking the experimental dynamics of capillary self-alignment made use of components with submillimetric sizes.14,48 Such studies aimed at demonstrating the repeatability of the process under differing boundary conditions by comparing initial offsets and final poses of the components. Using components of larger sizes, we were able to track the entire dynamics of self-alignment with higher spatial and temporal accuracy. The chosen transparent vehicles afford the magnified visualization of details of dewetting by contact line motion45 and the harmonic oscillations of the components42 hardly noticeable otherwise. Thin flat components of sizes similar to the sizes used hereby find as well applications in advanced system integration10 and packaging.15 Insights gained from this study can be extrapolated also to smaller geometries characterized by similar Bond numbers \( (Bo = \rho gh^2/\gamma = 0.02 \) hereby). Conversely, larger \( Bo \) values correspond to increasing heights of the liquid bridge, with \( h \rightarrow L_c \) for \( Bo \rightarrow 1 \). In such conditions, the correlation between the final pose of the die and the receptor site becomes looser; besides, irreversible liquid overflow beyond the margins of the receptor site and top die tilting become increasingly likely.32,33 These evinences lead to failure of capillary self-alignment and make the process utterly unreliable.

The unintended and persistent oscillations detected during the experiments along nominally unexcited modes are analogous to background noise for their negligible magnitude and apparent lack of cross-correlation. We attribute the presence of such oscillations to several factors. Incidental imprecisions during system calibration and foil die release may not be excluded as well as minor defects in the shapes of dies.
and receptor sites. Moreover, the spatial resolution of the marker structures and the micropositioning stage are limited (see section 2.2). Despite their high relative accuracy compared to the dimensions of the dies, the markers conceded a margin of error of about 20 μm around nominal shift offsets and about 0.5° for twist offsets. Such values are rather consistent with the amplitude of the background oscillations. They, in turn, provided an additional motivation for the choice of relatively large offsets to signal the selective excitation of intended modes against the noise background. A further source of unselective mode excitation is the pinning of the meniscus on the edges of the die after spreading across its bottom surface (i.e., the transient wetting regime42). Although we could not entirely exclude such parasitic motions along the unexcited modes, their magnitude was negligible and bore no measurable effect on the results of the study. Incidentally, the energy transfer between

Figure 9. Coupling of biaxial shift and twist modes. Biaxial shift \((x_0 = y_0 = 1000 \, \mu m, \text{ and } \theta_0 = 0°)\) and twist \((x_0 = y_0 = 0 \, \mu m, \text{ and } \theta_0 = 30°)\) trajectories are shown in the first and third columns, respectively. Trajectories for the simultaneous dynamics with the same offsets \((x_0 = y_0 = 1000 \, \mu m, \text{ and } \theta_0 = 30°)\) are shown in the central column. The signature of the coupling between the modes can be observed comparing individually and simultaneously excited modes, whose trajectories are superposed in the central column (as highlighted by the horizontal arrows). Dependence of mode coupling upon the surface energy of the foil die is evidenced by the difference between the case of native PEN (top row) and oxidized PEN foil die (bottom row).

Figure 10. Complete in-plane dynamics of capillary self-alignment shown through the two-dimensional projection of the in-plane motion. (a) Biaxial shift dynamics with no twist offset. (b) Biaxial shift dynamics with twist offset.
shift modes evidenced from the envelope of the amplitude of such secondary oscillations in a previous study\textsuperscript{42} is not confirmed here. That tentative evidence can in hindsight be attributed to a marginal simultaneous excitation of the twist mode, which remained unaccounted because of the lack of reproducible control on the rotational DOF.

As described in section 2.2, in the experiments, the top dies landed on the precoated water films of the receptor sites upon release from the vacuum tweezer. The initial offsets, including the vertical distance of the die from the film, were controlled within the afforded limits of experimental accuracy. A die-to-film gap smaller than 1.5 mm could be imposed but was ultimately avoided, because it deteriorated the precision of in-plane prealignment. The release procedure by die free fall was hereby adopted for consistency with our previous study on uniaxial shift dynamics.\textsuperscript{42} While we cannot in principle exclude transient tilting during the landing of the die onto the water film, especially for the largest offsets, we can exclude a posteriori the persistence of macroscopic tilt (i.e., discernible through the optical apparatus; see for instance the videos in the Supporting Information) of the die during its self-aligning motion, because this would have determined a rate of self-alignment failure\textsuperscript{8,48} significantly higher than the negligible that we observed. A dedicated study of tilt dynamics may be conceivable by means of, e.g., laser range sensors and lateral mirrors, to track in real-time vertical position and tilting, respectively, of the top die during its self-alignment. Alternatively, in a collateral work\textsuperscript{15} we developed a die release mechanism that sidesteps the vertical free fall of the top die. Such a procedure exploits the confinement of the liquid drop within a predefined subset of the area of the receptor site. The droplet of the preset volume thereby assumes a predetermined profile, and the die is put in contact with the drop by the gripper at a controlled height before being released. This way, meniscus spreading across the bottom surface of the die mostly happens while the die is still attached to the gripper.

While outside the scope of our study, we have explicitly considered the expected dynamics of the lift DOF in the SE model. Among all modes, the lift is the first to reach equilibrium. This is expected to happen because the vertical capillary forces exerted by the confined liquid bridge are significantly larger than the lateral forces.\textsuperscript{1,3,23} Such separation in force magnitude induces a corresponding time scale separation, whereupon the vertical relaxation of the meniscus takes place earlier than along all of the other DOFs. This is included in our numerical model (see section 2.4). By the same token, an experimental study of the lift mode would require time sampling capabilities superior to those needed to track the in-plane dynamics of the top die.

Theoretical descriptions of the dynamics of uniaxial shift described in section 3.1 have been proposed for instance by Lu and Bailey\textsuperscript{44} and Lambert et al.\textsuperscript{36} to estimate the characteristic damping time of the component oscillations in the final harmonic regime. In both models, the dynamics of the component is driven by the coupled physics of component motion and fluid dynamics of the liquid bridge. Newton’s law describes the motion of the floating component as an oscillator, submitted to the lateral restoring capillary force and the viscous drag exerted by the liquid meniscus. The viscous drag can be derived from the Navier–Stokes equations. According to the boundary conditions, the system can be over- or underdamped. Interestingly, following the closed-form solution developed by Lambert et al.\textsuperscript{36} the problem was shown to depend upon only two non-dimensional numbers. The first number $\tilde{m}$ is a reduced mass, i.e., the mass of the component $m$ normalized by half of the liquid mass. The second number $\alpha$ is a reduced viscosity given by $4\nu \tau / h^3$, where $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity, $h$ is the gap, and $\tau$ is the characteristic time. $\tau$ is determined by $(k/m)^{1/2}$, where $k$ is the gradient of the capillary force along the shift DOF (i.e., the lateral stiffness of the meniscus in the full elastic regime\textsuperscript{46}). For the case illustrated in Figure 2, $\tilde{m} = 2.88$ and $\alpha = 0.32$. The non-dimensional map shown in Figure S9 of the Supporting Information provides a rough estimate of the non-dimensional characteristic time $\tau_{\text{d}}$ between 10 and 20. This analysis correctly posits the system in the underdamped oscillatory domain in agreement with experimental observations, although outside the domain of strict analytical validity of the model.\textsuperscript{36} The solution of the equations of the model\textsuperscript{36} leads to $\tau_{\text{d}} = 16.8$, which corresponds to a dimensional characteristic time $\tau_{\text{d}} = 21.8$ ms, about 30% larger than the experimental value of 17 ms obtained by fitting the underdamped oscillation waveform with the function $x(t) = Ae^{-\omega t} \cos(\omega t + \phi)$. The underlying reason for the quantitative discrepancy should be further investigated. The divergence between model prediction and experimental data may be attributed to the lateral capillary force, which does not follow a simple Hookean relation with uniaxial shift, in contrast to what is assumed in elastic dynamic models.\textsuperscript{36,44} In fact, the full range of capillary restoring force was shown\textsuperscript{45} to deviate from a fully elastic response for shift offsets relatively large compared to the sidelength, such as those adopted hereby (see section 3.1). To account for such initial displacements, the so-called mixed and full sliding regimes\textsuperscript{45} need to be integrated in the dynamic model.

Finally, we argue that, for relatively large displacements causing unpinning of the triple contact lines,\textsuperscript{45} contact angle hysteresis can be responsible for an actual asymmetry of the capillary forces exerted by the liquid bridge on the moving top die during its motion toward and away from the global equilibrium position. In the former case (approach to alignment), the angle formed by the moving contact lines with the adjacent substrates is likely the advancing contact angle, while in the latter case (motion away from alignment), the angle formed by the moving contact lines with the adjacent substrates is likely the receding contact angle. Because upon contact line unpinning from the edges of the bounding surfaces (i.e., in the sliding regime\textsuperscript{45}) the capillary force is proportional to the cosine of the contact angle, the forces are expected to differ in the two cases. Additionally, dynamic contact angles are known to depend upon contact line velocity,\textsuperscript{44} which, in turn, depends upon the initial conditions of the top die.\textsuperscript{42} A fuller understanding of the underlying physics may be achieved upon development of a complete dynamic model of capillary self-alignment.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an experimental study of the complete dynamics of capillary self-alignment along the in-plane modes of deformation of a confined liquid bridge. The modes could be synchronously and systematically analyzed with high resolution in their individual and simultaneous dynamics through selective excitation by preset initial offsets. The study confirmed earlier findings concerning the sequential dynamic regimes encountered along uniaxial self-alignment trajectories and their sensitivity to the surface energy of the floating component. The same observations could be extended to the biaxial shift dynamics in the absence of twist offset. In this case, the two-
dimensional trajectory was shown to correspond to the pointwise combination of the trajectories described along the individual orthogonal shift modes, proving that, with no twist offset, they are normal in-plane modes. The dynamics of the twist mode was shown to follow a sequence of regimes analogous to the shift modes. Coupling between the dynamics of the in-plane modes was reported in the presence of twist offset. Such dynamical coupling was attributed to a synchronization between the modes and justified by wetting and energetic arguments. The coupling was observed to reflect mutual softening of the simultaneously excited modes and to be affected by changes in surface energies.

Through the evidence reported, the study provides experimental benchmarks toward the development of a comprehensive description of fluid joints and capillary self-alignment, one that could encompass and account for both its quasi-static and dynamic properties.
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